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Abstract—Drawing tests have been long used by practitioners
for early screening of a number of psychological and neuro-
logical impairments. These brain functioning tests are used by
psychologists to understand feelings, personality and reactions
of individuals to different circumstances. Among these, Human
Figure Drawing Test (HFDT) is a popular instrument for the as-
sessment of cognitive functioning of individuals. While the HFDT
has various dimensions, the focus of this study lies on the face of
the drawn figure. A computerized system that analyzes the hand-
drawn facial images to extract the expressions from the image
is proposed. Sketch of human face is drawn by the subject and
then fed to the system, the image is then binarized and segmented
into different facial components. Features (based on local binary
patterns, gray level co-occurrence matrices and histogram of
oriented gradients) computed from the facial components are
used to train an SVM classifier to learn to distinguish between
four expression classes, ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’ and ‘neutral’. The
system evaluated on a custom developed database of sketches
realized promising results. The developed system could serve as
a useful module toward development of a complete automated
system to score human figure drawing test.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neuro-psychological evaluations have been widely used by

clinical psychologists to measure different cognitive abilities

of individuals [40]. The findings of these assessments can be

effectively employed for early screening of a number of neuro-

psychological disorders. While a number of mature medical

procedures have been developed for analysis of brain related

disorders, these imaging modalities only indicate ‘which’ parts

of brain could have abnormalities but do not specify ‘how’
the brain functions as a results of these abnormalities. A

major proportion of assessments in clinical psychology involve

‘pencil-and-page’ based tasks requiring subjects to either write

a text or draw a set of shapes (by copying or through recall).

Trained practitioners then analyze the produced writings or

drawings to measure deviations from the expected models

and score a test according the defined scoring criteria. Poor

performance on these tests is indicative of a number of

cognitive disorders. Correlation, for instance, has been shown

to exist between handwriting and neurological disorders like

autism [16], [29] Parkinson [49] and Alzheimer [46]. Like-

wise, drawings tests including Bender Gestalt Visual Motor

Test [51], Clock Draw Test [33], Rey Osterrieth Complex

Figure Test [47] and Human Figure Drawing Test [20] are

widely employed for measurement of visual-motor function-

ing, developmental disorders, dementia, visuospatial abilities

and cognitive development etc. Unlike handwriting based tests

which can be conducted on literate population only, sketch-

based assessments offer a simpler mechanism for projection

of different cognitive attributes covering the literate as well

as the illiterate population. Examples of common neuro-

psychological drawing tests are illustrated in Figure 1. Among

these, the focus of our research lies on the Human Figure Draw

Test (HFDT).

�
(a) Bender Gestalt Visual Motor Test 

�
� �

(b) Rey Osterrieth 
Complex FigureTest 

(c) Clock Draw Test (d) Human Figure Draw 
Test 

��

Fig. 1. Examples of Neuro-psychological Drawings Tests

The Human Figure Draw Test (also known as Draw a

Person Test) was originally introduced by Goodenough in

1926 [17]. HFD is well-known psychological test primarily

used to evaluate the cognitive development in children and

adolescents. In addition to cognitive attributes, this test is

also used as a measure of intelligence in children [39] and

can be effectively employed to study anxiety, self-esteem

and personality of the subject as well. Many variants of

this test are in practice. In some cases, subjects are asked

to draw a picture of a person followed by a picture of a

person of opposite gender. In some cases, subjects may be

asked to draw themselves or any of the family members

too. To assess the subject, a quantitative scoring system has

been developed by the psychologists. To score a drawing,

fourteen different aspects of the drawn figure are analyzed

including different body parts and clothing. The analysis
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involves inspecting for the presence or absence of attributes,

level of detail and proportions. Once the drawn figure is

analyzed, the final score is employed to come to a conclusion

about different cognitive and personal attributes of the subject.

The recent developments in areas like image analysis and

pattern classification allow computerized system to automate

the analysis of these psychological tests. Studies [41], [45],

[14], [42] suggest that computerized scoring systems can

facilitate professional psychologists in scoring the sheets

produced by subjects so that they can focus only on suspected

cases. Naturally, the objective is not to replace the human

examiners but to facilitate them by reducing the manual

investigations. Among different aspects of the HFDT, the

focus of this study lies on the face of the drawn figure. We

propose a computerized system that analyzes the hand-drawn

facial images to extract the expressions from the image, one

of the most important components in scoring of the HFDT.

The system takes digitized images of hand-drawn sketches,

segments the facial components and classifies the sketch

into one of the four expression classes (happy, sad, angry &

neutral) considered in our study. More specifically, features

extracted from eyes and lips of the sketch are employed

to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) that learns to

discriminate between the difference expression classes. The

system evaluated on a database of 200 hand-drawn sketches

reported promising classification rates.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,

we discuss the notable recent contributions to computerized

analysis of various psychological tests as well as facial expres-

sion recognition systems. Section III introduces the database

employed in our study along with the details of the proposed

technique including feature extraction and classification steps.

Experimental settings and discussions on the realized results

are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the

paper with a discussion on our further study on this problem.

II. RELATED WORK

Computerized analysis of handwriting and hand-drawn

shapes has remained an active area of research for more than

three decades targeting a wide variety of applications [38],

[4], [9], [2], [23]. Despite these endeavors, such computerized

systems have not been fully explored in applications related

to health or behavioral profiling of subjects. The primary

reason has been the hesitancy of practitioners in accepting

computerized systems in their work. The recent years, how-

ever, have witnessed a shift in paradigm and psychologists

have been more open in embracing the use of computer based

technologies in their practices [40], [45], convincing computer

scientists to target such problems.

Among notable contributions to computerized analysis of

neuro-psychological assessments, Remi et al. [41] discuss

identification of learning difficulties through hand-drawn

samples of school children. Likewise, Fairhurst et al. [14]

present a pilot study to automate clinical tests targeting visuo-

spatial neglect and dyspraxia. In another work [42], authors

propose techniques for automated analysis of geometrical

sketches targeting visuo-spatial classification. Similarly, in a

pilot study [8], authors apply image analysis techniques to

store parts of the Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure (ROCF) test.

Scoring of geometrical shapes including triangles, rectangles,

diamonds and lines is carried out using Gestalt laws of

perception. Among other well-known studies, Moetesum et

al. [36] apply shape context features [3] for classification

of shapes in the Bender Gestalt Test and present a heuristic

based approach [35] to score a subset of properties in this

test. In a number of recent studies, the computerized analysis

of Clock Draw Test (CDT) has been investigated [26], [19].

This test is known to be an early indicator for dementia. As

opposed to many of the other tests which involve analysis of

sketches, this test requires recognition of handwritten digits

which is known to be a mature area of research [11].

From the view point of specific facial expression recognition

systems [15], most of the work has been carried out on

images and videos [22] targeting applications like human-

computer-interaction [12], implicit customer feedback [24]

and human emotion analysis [34]. A number of techniques

based on statistical [43], [30] or structural [28] features have

been proposed over the years. Recently, deep learning based

facial expression recognition systems [31], [32] have also been

investigated and have been shown to be more effective than

the traditional techniques. Despite these tremendous research

efforts, recognition of facial expressions from sketches has

remained a relatively less explored area. Though sketch-based

face recognition [48], [27], [52] and generalized sketch recog-

nition systems [2], [23] have been researched and developed

for forensic and retrieval applications respectively, recognizing

expressions from sketches has yet to be investigated. In a

relevant study, Bu et al. [7] present a system for sketch based

facial expression recognition using Principal Component Anal-

ysis (PCA) and Support Vector Machine(SVM). The system,

however, does not directly work on hand-drawn sketches but

converts camera based grayscale facial images into sketches

using Graphical Processing Units (GPU). Evaluations reveal

that recognition of expressions from sketches realizes better

performances than those reported by grayscale images. Inter-

estingly, similar findings are reported in [6] where children

of ages 5 and 7 years recognized emotions more easily from

sketches as compared to grayscale human facial images.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the details of the proposed method-

ology for recognition of facial expressions from sketches.

The technique relies on extracting the facial components

(eyes and lips) characterizing the expressions. Features based

on Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Gray-level Co-occurrence

Matrices (GLCM) and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG)

extracted from different regions of interest are used to train

a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier that learns to
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discriminate between the four expressions considered in our

study. We first introduce the database employed in our study

followed by the details of feature extraction and classification

steps.

A. Database

The database was collected by requiring the subjects to

draw a sketch of a person (with a given expression) on blank

sheet of paper. A total of 60 subjects contributed to data

collection and each subject produced one sketch of each of

the four expressions making a total of 240 (60 × 4) facial

sketches. The sheets were digitized as grayscale images at

300 DPI. 40 sketches of each expression were employed in

the training set and 20 in the test set resulting in a training set

of 160 images and a test set of 80 images. It should be noted

that the actual Human Figure Draw Test involves complete

drawing of a human. Since the focus of current study is on

a part (recognition of expressions) of the complete HFDT,

the subjects were asked to sketch the face only. Based on

the findings of the present study and its acceptance by the

clinical psychologists, scoring of complete human figure will

be considered in our further work on this problem. Figure 2

illustrates samples of (binarized) facial sketches from the

database showing the four expressions considered in our study.

  
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 2. Sample sketches from the database showing the four expressions (a):
Angry (b): Happy (c): Sad (d): Neutral

B. Feature Extraction

Prior to extraction of features characterizing facial

expressions, the face image is binarized. Since the pressure

of writing instrument on the paper varies during the

sketching process, binarization may result in broken lines and

components. Morphological closing is therefore applied as a

preprocessing step to connect and smooth the boundary of

face as well as the facial components. Small noisy components

are removed applying an area based filtering. Among different

areas on the face, expressions are mainly characterized by

eyes, eye brows and lips [25]. These components are even

more important in case of sketches where cheeks do not

convey any useful information. The components of interest

(lips, eyes and eyes brows (if present)) therefore need to be

detected and segmented prior to feature extraction.

Among different techniques to detect face and facial

components, Haar-like features introduced by Viola-

Jones [50] are known to be highly robust and have been most

widely used. Such sophisticated techniques report effective

detection performances on true images but fail once applied

to sketches. Although complete image of face in a sketch

can be detected, such techniques cannot be applied for

detection of the facial components. The poor performance of

such methods can be attributed to the fact that unlike true

images, components in sketches comprise lines and curves

only. Different components like nose, eyes or lips can all be

represented by very similar lines or curves. Consequently,

simpler techniques are likely to perform better on such

images. We, therefore, first apply morphological dilation on

the binarized image of the sketch to group pixels in different

regions of the face into single connected components. The

largest of these components encompassing other components

can safely be considered as the face while other components

(eyes, nose and mouth) are identified based on their spatial

arrangement (Figure 3).

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3. Detection of facial components in a sketch (a): Original Image (b):
Dilated Image (c): Connected Components in the Dilated Image (d): Centers
of gravity of facial components

Once the eyes (plus eyebrows if present) and lips are

identified, features are extracted from these components to

characterize the emotion. The features considered in our study

include Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and Gray-Level Co-

Occurrence Matrices (GLCM) and Histograms of Oriented

Gradients (HoG). For completeness, these features are briefly

described in the following.
1) Local Binary Patterns: Local binary patterns (LBP),

originally proposed for texture classification [37] have been

applied to a number of classification problems [1], [44]. The

computation of LBP relies on comparing the value of each

pixel with its local neighborhood (8 pixels in the original

LBP). All neighboring pixels with a value greater than or

equal to the central pixel are assigned a value 1 while others

are assigned a value 0. The resulting string is considered a

binary number and represents the LBP code of the respective

pixel(Figure 4). The LBP codes are computed for all pixels

in a region of interest and the (normalized) histogram of the

resulting codes is employed as a descriptor. We consider a

neighborhood of 8 pixels around each pixel resulting in a

histogram with 256 bins.
2) Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrices: Gray-level Co-

occurrence Matrices (GLCMs) [18] capture the spatial rela-

tionship between pixels in an image representing the frequency

of co-occurrence of two pixel values for a given distance and a

given direction. The size of the matrix is same as the number

of intensity levels in the image (2 × 2 for binary images).

In our implementation, we compute four matrices using a
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151 153 142 
148 150 154 
152 158 145  

1 1 0 
0  1 
1 1 0 

Binary Number: 11010110 Decimal: 214 

Fig. 4. Computation of LBP

displacement of 1 pixel in the four principal directions 0◦, 45◦,

90◦ and 135◦. Statistics computed from these GLCMs are then

employed as features. Features considered in our study include

contrast, correlation, homogeneity, entropy and energy of each

GLCM (Table I). Finally, the sketch image is represented by

a 20 (4× 5) dimensional GLCM feature vector.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF GLCM BASED FEATURES (‘P’ REPRESENTS THE MATRIX)

SNo. Feature Computational Details

1. Contrast
∑N−1

i,j=0
Pi,j(i− j)2

2. Correlation
∑N−1

i,j=0
Pi,j

[
(i−μi)(j−μj)

(
√

(σ2
i
)(σ2

j
))

]

3. Homogenity
∑N−1

i,j=0

Pi,j

1+(i−j)2

4. Entropy
∑N−1

i,j=0
Pi,j(− lnPi,j)

5. Energy
∑N−1

i,j=0
(Pi,j)

2

3) Histogram of Oriented Gradients: Histogram of Ori-

ented Gradients (HOG), originally proposed for human detec-

tion by Dalal and Triggs [10], is a powerful descriptor that has

been applied to a large number of detection and classification

problems. Though mostly applied to high level object detection

problems in computer vision, HOG has reported promising

results on handwriting [13], [5] and sketch based [21] re-

trieval systems in a number of recent studies. We, therefore,

investigate its effectiveness in characterizing expressions from

facial sketches. HOG captures the local gradient information

in small regions of the image, generally known as cells

which are grouped into blocks. Since the dimensionality of

the HOG descriptor is a function of image size, we resize

all sketches to a fixed size of 512 × 512. Unlike LBP and

GLCM features which are computed from eyes and lips only,

the HOG descriptor is computed from the complete image of

the sketch as facial components in different sketches may have

different dimensions consequently leading to feature vectors of

varying dimensions. In our implementation, we employ a cell

size of 32 × 32 and a block size of 2 × 2 cells leading to a

feature vector of dimension 8100. An example sketch and the

corresponding HOG features are illustrated in Figure 5. More

details on computation of the descriptor can be found in [10].

Table II presents a summary of the features employed in

our study along with the dimensionality of each.

C. Classification

For classification we train a Support Vector Machine (SVM)

using ‘one-against-all’ implementation. As discussed earlier,

� �
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. HOG features computed on a sketch image

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF FEATURES EMPLOYED

Feature Description Dimensionality
f1 LBP Histogram 256
f2 GLCM Features 20
f3 HOG Descriptor 8100

40 images of each expression are used to train the classifier

while 20 images of each expression are used in the evaluation

set. Parameter tuning is carried out on the training data and

the test data is kept unseen until the evaluation step. Training

is carried out for each of the features (LBP, GLCM, HOG)

separately as well as by combining all features. The results of

these evaluations are discussed in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section presents the details of the experiments carried

out to validate the effectiveness of the employed features in

characterizing expressions from the facial sketches. We first

report the performance of the individual features on 80 query

sketches where classification rates of 79%, 76% and 75% are

reported by LBP, GLCM and HOG features as summarized

in Table III. It can be seen that the performance of these

features is more or less similar with LBP features performing

marginally better than the GLCM and HOG features. When

all features are combined, a correct classification rate of 82%

is realized.

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION RATES ON INDIVIDUAL AND COMBINED FEATURES

Feature Correct Classification Classification Rate
LBP 63/80 79%
GLCM 61/80 76%
HOG 60/80 75%
All Features 66/80 82%

In order to provide an insight into the type of errors,

we present the system confusion matrix in Table IV while

expression-wise performance in terms of precision, specificity

and sensitivity is summarized in Table V. These results are

reported for the combination of all features. It can be seen

that a major proportion (around 60%) of errors results from
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the confusion between the expressions ‘sad’ and ‘angry’. Like-

wise, in some cases, the expressions ‘happy’ and ‘neutral’ are

confused with each other. These observations are very much

natural and in many cases, human observers may also find

it hard to discriminate between these expressions, especially

in case of expressions ‘sad’ and ‘angry’. Nevertheless, an

overall classification rate of 82% on this challenging problem

is indeed promising.

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX

Expression Happy Sad Angry Neutral
Happy 18 0 0 3
Sad 0 16 4 0
Angry 0 4 16 1
Neutral 2 0 0 16

TABLE V
EXPRESSION-WISE PERFORMANCE

Expression Class

Happy Sad Angry Neutral

True Positives(TP) 18 16 16 16
False Positives(FP) 3 4 5 2
False Negatives(FN) 2 4 4 4
True Negatives(TN) 57 56 55 58
Precision 0.86 0.80 0.76 0.89
Sensitivity 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.80
Specificity 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.97

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the problem of facial expression recognition

from hand-made sketches, an important component of the

Human Figure Draw Test, a popular instrument for the

assessment of cognitive functioning of individuals. The

technique relies on segmenting the facial components in the

sketch image and computing a set of features. Local Binary

Patterns (LBP), Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM)

and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) are considered

as features in our work. LBP and GLCM based features are

computed from the eyes and lips while HOG is computed

from the complete image of the sketch. Recognition using

Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier reported a correct

classification rate of 82% on 80 query images, a promising

number considering the challenges offered by this problem.

The present system is designed to recognize four common

expressions including ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’ and ‘neutral’.

In our further work, we intend to increase the number of

expressions and enhance the robustness of the recognition

technique. Being a pilot study, the current system assumes

that the all facial components are present in the sketch. This

assumption may not hold in all cases, especially if the sketches

are produced by subjects with cognitive impairments. The

system may encounter missing or noisy components which

have to be handled accordingly. Moreover, recognition of

expressions is only a part of the complete HFDT. We plan

to design algorithms to provide a complete scoring of this test

and compare the computerized scoring with the one carried

out by practitioners. The authors expect that the findings of

this study would be interesting both for computer scientists

and clinical psychologists.
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